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Outline

• Session 4: The differentiated integration of defence
companies in Europe
• Feedback on Bellais and Nicolas’ keynotes
• Compulsory reading: Faure, Joltreau, Smith, 2019

• Session 5: Arms trade and export control
• Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s keynote
• Compulsory reading: Béraud-Sudreau, Faure, Sladeczek,
2015; Béraud-Sudreau, Meijer, 2016



Gentle reminder

• Information	meeting	for	those who wish to	apply for	PCI
• 17	January (8.15am-9.45am)
• Cocteau	Amphi



Trafic	info	(#strike)	



Session 4: The differentiated integration
of defence companies in Europe

• Feedback on Bellais and Nicolas’ keynotes

• Compulsory reading: Faure, Joltreau, Smith, 2019



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Axel Nicolas, Head of European Affairs, GICAT

• Dr Renaud Bellais, Institutional Relations Advisor, MBDA

• Opportunities and constraints of the
internationalisation of the defence industry in the 21st
century

• What’s the most important and interesting idea they
said you keep in mind, and why?



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas	

• Nine interesting ideas:

• 1) Master (on defence industry), Paris 2 (see Salomé
Petremand, Naval Group)

• 2) ‘Illusion of globalisation’
• Why?

• National sovereignty matters
• ‘The state is everywhere ’
• ‘You go beyond boundaries if you have no choice’



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas	

• Nine interesting ideas:
• 3) ‘Theories (onthe EU) can be useful’ à a tool to
understand the political reality

• 4) ‘Path dependency’ (see, P. Pierson in Genieys, Michel,
2006)
• Making SMEs change (about European defence)
• ‘Read the email and open the email’

‘early organizational choices should continue shaping the development of international co- operation
long after policy-makers’ preferences have changed [...] organizations either tend to develop path
dependently along predictable trajectories or new institutions are layered on top of existing ones. In
both eventualities, previous organizational outcomes channel and constrain the future evolution of
international cooperation’ (DeVore, 2012: 433).



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Nine interesting ideas:

• 5) Cooperation and conflict/competition (between
firms) at the same time

• 6) Defence sector: very limited states interested in
Europe (meaning ‘Great powers’) vs. single market



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas	

• Nine interesting ideas:

• 7) The Scorpion programme (between
FR and BE)

• 8) A project of a Franco-German tank
called MGCS for ‘Main Ground Combat
Vehicle’

• 9) About EDF and Norway: ‘You should
not open to too much countries’ à
French way to frame the issue



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• The most interesting idea: The defence industry in
Europe is not a unified economic field

• Why?
• It consists of several sectors and companies with…
• … not the same level of Europeanization
• … not the same level of economic production (turnover)



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of Europeanization

• Comparison between…

• ... Missiles sector

• … Land-based arms



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of Europeanization

Low level of	
Europeanization:
Land-based sector

High level of	
Europeanization:	
Missiles	sector



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of Europeanization

Leclerc tank



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of Europeanization



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of economic production (turnover)

• Comparison between…

• … Land-based sector (GICAT)

• … Naval sector (GIFAN)

• ... Aeronautic sector (GIFAS)



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• Level of economic production (turnover)

Land-based
sector

(7.5	billion)

Naval	sector
(10	billion)

Aeronautic	sector
(50	billion)	



Keynotes given by	Bellais and	Nicolas

• To sum up
• Not the same economic
dynamic among:
• Sectors: missiles vs. land-
based arms
• Large companies vs. SMEs
• Among large companies:
Nexter (€1.5) vs. Airbus ($12
out of $73, see session 3)



Compulsory reading: Faure, Joltreau,
Smith, 2019

• A Reminder

• The analysis of this article



Reminder: How do you analyse a
scientific article?
• You look for…

• 1) The question

• 2) The case study

• 3) The (theoretical) argument (and before, the state of the
art)

• 4) The (theoretical) contribution



Faure, Joltreau, Smith, 2019

• 1) Question:

• Why has European integration affected some of
Europe’s defence firms more than others?

• What explains the co-existence of national,
transnational and European champions in this industry?



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 2) Case study

• BAe Systems (4th)
• Airbus	(7th)
• Thales	(8th)
• Leonardo	(9th)	

• Why these four?	
• The	four	largest global	companies located in	Europe	
• Comparison:	The	most (dis)similar cases	



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) Explanation

• A)	State	of	the	art:	Three arguments	

• B)	A	sociology of	(trans)national	economic elites:	Three
hypotheses

• C)	Results



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) The state of the art
• The persistence of national champions due to path
dependencies



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) The state of the art
• The emergence of transnational firms in the name of
‘economic patriotism’



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) The state of the art
• The superposition of (trans)national firms due to
change in the international market



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) Three hypotheses:

• 1) There is a correlation between each firm’s ratio of civilian vs.
military production and the degree of that firm’s European
integration

• 2) The more links there are between company’s board members
and their respective state, the less likely it is that European
integration will be deep

• 3) a correlation between each firms’ level of European integration
and that of the internationalisation of their boards of directors



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) Results



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) Results



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 3) Results



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 4) Contributions

• H1) The more a firm produces civilian products like Airbus, the
more likely it will be integrated at the European scale

• H2) The correlation with the State works well with Thales and
Airbus, less with BAE (because the internationalization is in the
transatlantic field and not the European one)

• H3) No significant European integration can be observed around
the higher education training of company board members:
• ‘there is clearly no European ‘school’ for the defence industry’
• Constructing a European University?



Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019

• 4)	Contributions	

• Convergence	 (Hoeffler,	 2013)	 or	 divergence	 of	 national	
defence	capitalisms	(Joana	&	Mérand,	2013;	DeVore,	2015)?	

• Both:	
• Similar	 political	 phenomena,	 such	 as	 the	 weak	
internationalisation	of	leaders’	professional	trajectories…	
• ...	and	at	the	same	time	persistent	divergences,	such	as	their	
relationship	to	the	state.	



Session 5: Arms trade and export
control

• Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s keynote

• Compulsory reading: Béraud-Sudreau, Faure, Sladeczek,
2015



Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s
keynote

• Dr. Lucie, Béraud-Sudreau, IISS (and soon, SIPRI)

• What’s the most important and interesting idea she
said you keep in mind, and why?



Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s
keynote
• Some key information:

• 1) Internship:
• ‘Do not send your CV to everybody’
• ‘Mention a paper related’ (… think also about the
simulation)

• 2) Dr. Emma SOUBRIER



Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s
keynote
• Some key information:
• 3) DTIB: Defence and
Technological Industrial Base
(BITD)
• à Supply chain fully national

• 4) China: 90% from Chinese
DTIB
• Turkey: 80% from Turkish
DTIB



Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s
keynote
• 5) Offsets

• ‘Buyers market (…) the consumers have
now more powers to impose their
conditions (…) rise of technology
transfer’
• Ex. Technical assistance : maintenance
+ training

• Key shift : ‘FR, UK, GE prepare the
competitors of tomorrow’
• Ex. ‘Made in India’

Farnborough	Airshow (2017)



Feedback on Béraud-Sudreau’s
keynote
• 6) Chinese companies : new players
• à Defence spending: 2019: 181 billion vs. 700 billion for the
USA (military balance 2020)

• 7) More competition, and… more international regulation:
• National reports: first one in FR and UK in 2000
• EU level: Code of Conduct + 2008 Common Position (8
criteria)
• Not just a question of business… but also
diplomatic/political issue


